
 
 
 
 
 
            
In order to guarantee an optimal function of the accessible and drivable MM-Disinfection mats™, 
please observe the following instructions: 
 
● Before first use the protective film on the anti-slip back coating must be removed. 
● In order to maintain a maximum of ground adhesion, the MM-Disinfection mat™ should generally  
   be placed on a dry and clean ground. Diminishes the adhesion of the recoat, simply wash them off  
   with warm water and a mild detergent and let it dry well before putting the mat back in place. 
● The MM-Disinfection mat™ must always be driven on at walking pace. 
● The fork of a forklift or pallet truck must always be in a slightly elevated position for the passage. 
● Braking or turning on the MM-Disinfection mat™ must be avoided at all times. 
● Not suitable for outdoor use or for laying out and driving on slopes. 
● When laying out accessible mats on slopes, these should first be filled on a level surface to avoid  
   overflowing during filling. 
● Heavy soiling must be avoided on the MM-Disinfection mat™. These should be removed in  
   advance by cleaning. 
● MM-Disinfection mats™ are not bound to any disinfectant. The used disinfectant should have a  
   bactericidal, virucidal and fungicidal effect. For use in food processing plants we recommend a  
   listeria effective disinfectant, such as BTS 2001®, BTS 2500® or Virodex® from bio tec GmbH.  
   For floor-specific colour changes through used disinfectants Jürging GmbH assumes no liability /  
   warranty. Depending on the size, the mat should be filled with 2 to 11 litres of a 1 to 3 %  
   disinfectant solution. Regular replenishment is necessary due to use and evaporation, as soon as  
   no more liquid is visible when stepping or driving on the mat.  
   Minimal accumulation of condensation liquid under the mat is possible. 
 
Filling    

Article Measures  
in ca. cm 

Dimension 
in m² 

Minimum filling in 
liter 

MM2x3, MM2x3KARO 60 x 90 0,54 2,00 

MM3x4, MM3x4KARO 90 x 120 1,08 4,00 

MM3x5, MM3x5KARO 90 x 150 1,37 5,00 

MM3x6, MM3x6KARO 90 x 180 1,64 6,00 

MM3x8, MM3x8KARO 90 x 240 2,16 8,00 

MM3x10, MM3x10KARO 90 x 300 2,75 11,00 

Refreshment    

Kind of contanimation Frequency Refreshment 

Low organic contamination low / high Once a day/ twice a day 

Med. organic contamination low / high Twice a day / 3 times a day 

High organic contamination low / high 3 times a day / 4 times a day 

 

● MM-Disinfection mats™ are efficient in usage and effective in cleaning.  
   The best way to clean is to rinse the standing mat with water and a mild germicidal disinfectant 
   with a high pressure cleaning device. Please look out for low compression and according distance.  
   Then let the mat airdry. It will be useable again within 48 / 72 hours depending on the size. 
   In the meantime a replacement mat should be laid out! 
   With 3-shift operation we strongly recommend daily replacement of the mat used. 
 
   We suggest a regular contact spotting! 
 
ATTENTION: Frequent driving over reduces the durability of MM-Disinfection mats™. 
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